Face light (illuminated face) expressions (examples)

* The light patterns will be seen faintly when the AIBO robot remembers the item.

The AIBO robot remembers

From the AIBO® Entertainment Robot to you

When the AIBO robot is in Autonomous mode, these colors. Green when happy, blue when sad, and red when mad are some examples.

Found the wall
Detected an
pole and marker*

The AIBO robot has a short-term memory and can remember where items such as the AIBO One toy, pink ball, favorite place, and the Energy Station are located.

Light blue
Orange
Light pink
Red (rear)

Light orange

Flashing quickly
Flashing slowly
Searching for its owner
Avoiding an obstacle
Taking a walk
Sleepy or tired

Greetings
Bashful
Praising, scolding, or encouraging the AIBO robot by tapping the sensors on the back of the AIBO robot.

Goodbye./I'm here./Say hello./Shake hands/
Moving

Lay down./Turn right./Turn left./

The AIBO robot communicates with another AIBO robot.

Talk to your friend./Talk to your buddy.

Start!
Installing the AC adapter and foot-attachment
(1) Place the AC adapter along with the foot-guide and attach the foot-stopper.
(2) Insert the AC adapter cable and foot-attachment.

The AIBO robot communicates its current emotional state with its face lights.

The AIBO robot shows its current condition with its face lights. The AIBO robot communicates its current emotional state with its face lights.

The AIBO robot shows its state of progress with the face lights.

What's your AIBOne skill level?/
What's your walking skill level?
Are you hungry?
What are you doing?
What time is it?
What's your owner's name?
What's your name?

Teaching the AIBO robot when you call it “AIBO”.

The AIBO robot reacts when it is called. Even after turning it on, the AIBO robot communicates with the owner on seeing familiar objects.

The AIBO robot looks for the AIBO One toy.

Find your AIBOne.
The AIBO robot looks for the ball.
Find your ball.
The AIBO robot starts the procedure for self-charge.
Go to the Station.
Self-charge

The AIBO robot reads the diary it has written.
The AIBO robot reads the news, a blog, or similar music.

The AIBO robot starts playing music.
The AIBO robot tells you if you have new e-mail.
Check e-mail.
Check messages.
Message playback

If you say this to the AIBO robot while it is preparing to take a picture, it will start taking a picture and then automatically store it.

The AIBO robot starts playing music.
The AIBO robot takes a picture with its built-in camera.

The AIBO robot demonstrates its favorite place by moving to it.
The AIBO robot shows its favorite things as its own favorite things.
Favorite thing registration.

You can teach the AIBO robot to recognize your favorite things and act accordingly.

The AIBO robot will be bashful when you praise it.

Go for it.

You can teach the AIBO robot to respond to your name.

Good AIBO./Good boy./Good girl.
Praising, scolding, or encouraging the AIBO robot.

The AIBO robot will be bashful when you praise it.

Goodbye./I'm here./Say hello./Shake hands/
Moving

Lay down./Turn right./Turn left./

The AIBO robot communicates with another AIBO robot.

Talk to your friend./Talk to your buddy.

Start!
Installing the AC adapter and foot-attachment
(1) Place the AC adapter along with the foot-guide and attach the foot-stopper.
(2) Insert the AC adapter cable and foot-attachment.

The AIBO robot communicates with another AIBO robot.

Talk to your friend./Talk to your buddy.

Start!
Installing the AC adapter and foot-attachment
(1) Place the AC adapter along with the foot-guide and attach the foot-stopper.
(2) Insert the AC adapter cable and foot-attachment.

The AIBO robot communicates with another AIBO robot.

Talk to your friend./Talk to your buddy.

Start!
Installing the AC adapter and foot-attachment
(1) Place the AC adapter along with the foot-guide and attach the foot-stopper.
(2) Insert the AC adapter cable and foot-attachment.

The AIBO robot communicates with another AIBO robot.

Talk to your friend./Talk to your buddy.

Start!
Installing the AC adapter and foot-attachment
(1) Place the AC adapter along with the foot-guide and attach the foot-stopper.
(2) Insert the AC adapter cable and foot-attachment.

The AIBO robot communicates with another AIBO robot.

Talk to your friend./Talk to your buddy.
The AIBO® Entertainment Robot features and mode map

Station mode
- When the AIBO robot is in Autonomous mode, all the activities and settings shown below are possible. When the AIBO robot is in Station mode (when it is awake), all the activities and settings shown below except those marked with an asterisk (*) are possible.

Remote Control mode
- When the AIBO robot is being controlled wirelessly by the Remote PC, it moves based on the commands sent from the Remote PC.

Game mode
- The AIBO robot goes into Game mode when you show the "Game Mode (L)" card in Station mode, and the game begins right away.

Record mode
- You can record a message to voice tag into the AIBO® Entertainment Robot (TERS-7M3).

Custom mode
- You can set up the following: Game allocation, Custom data group allocation, Autonomous sounds.

Setup mode
- The AIBO robot mounts the Energy Station (Autonomous Monitor mode*1) when it is charged, and then it returns to the Autonomous mode.

Self-charging setup
- You can set up the following: Energy Station demand, Self-charging ON/OFF.

Even more fun! (Dancer Function)
- Play music for the AIBO robot, and it performs various dances along with the rhythm and volume. Play your favorite music, and watch it dance happily.

Allocate a custom data group
- In Custom mode, the data can be switched among up to three types of custom data.

Even more fun! (Dancer Function)
- The mode indicators turn each of the 6 colors in order. This continues throughout the dance.

Allocate a game
- In Game mode, you can specify and change up to three types of custom data.

Even more fun! (Dancer Function)
- The AIBO robot begins dancing while playing the rhythm.

Custom data setup
- You can select the following: Game allocation, Custom data group allocation, Autonomous sounds.

Clock setup
- Wake-up time for the AIBO robot, Hourly alert ON/OFF.

Even more fun! (Dancer Function)
- Play your favorite music.

Set autonomous sounds
- The AIBO robot communicates in certain conditions with sounds or words. You can customize by setting your own sound.

Even more fun! (Dancer Function)
- Touch the sensor to turn off the Dancer Function.

Even more fun! (Dancer Function)
- Touch the head sensor for at least 3 seconds, or touch the sensor while keeping the rhythm.

Even more fun! (Dancer Function)
- You can also say "Dance to the music" or "Groove to the music".

Even more fun! (Dancer Function)
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Pick up card
- When you show the AIBO robot the "Start AIBO Entertainment Player" card while keeping the rhythm, the AIBO robot starts playing the music.

Set autonomous sounds
- You can set up the following: Alarm Clock Set Up, Hourly alert ON/OFF, Bedtime for the AIBO robot.

Even more fun! (Dancer Function)
- The AIBO robot falls asleep. If you remove the battery or "Memory Stick" media, AIBO robot was pressed to turn the AIBO robot off, it returns to Autonomous mode.

Even more fun! (Dancer Function)
- You can set up the following: Hourly alert ON/OFF, Bedtime for the AIBO robot.

Even more fun! (Dancer Function)
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